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Abstract: The Internet of Things (IoT) has gained significant recognition to become a novel sensing

paradigm to interact with the physical world in this Industry 4.0 era. The IoTs are being used in

many diverse applications that are part of our life and is growing to become the global digital

nervous systems. It is quite evident that in the near future, hundreds of millions of individuals and

businesses with billions will have smart-sensors and advanced communication technology, and these

things will expand the boundaries of current systems. This will result in a potential change in the

way we work, learn, innovate, live and entertain. The heterogeneous smart sensors within the

Internet of Things are indispensable parts, which capture the raw data from the physical world by

being the first port of contact. Often the sensors within the IoT are deployed or installed in harsh

environments. This inevitably means that the sensors are prone to failure, malfunction, rapid attrition,

malicious attacks, theft and tampering. All of these conditions cause the sensors within the IoT to

produce unusual and erroneous readings, often known as outliers. Much of the current research has

been done in developing the sensor outlier and fault detection models exclusively for the Wireless

Sensor Networks (WSN), and adequate research has not been done so far in the context of the IoT.

Wireless sensor network’s operational framework differ greatly when compared to IoT’s operational

framework, using some of the existing models developed for WSN cannot be used on IoT’s for

detecting outliers and faults. Sensor faults and outlier detection is very crucial in the IoT to detect

the high probability of erroneous reading or data corruption, thereby ensuring the quality of the

data collected by sensors. The data collected by sensors are initially pre-processed to be transformed

into information and when Artificially Intelligent (AI), Machine Learning (ML) models are further

used by the IoT, the information is further processed into applications and processes. Any faulty,

erroneous, corrupted sensor readings corrupt the trained models, which thereby produces abnormal

processes or outliers that are significantly distinct from the normal behavioural processes of a system.

In this paper, we present a comprehensive review of the detecting sensor faults, anomalies, outliers

in the Internet of Things and the challenges. A comprehensive guideline to select an adequate outlier

detection model for the sensors in the IoT context for various applications is discussed.

Keywords: sensor reliability; outlier detection; time series; Internet of Things; anomaly detection;

multi-agent deep reinforcement learning

1. Introduction

The Internet of Things is one of the key disruptive technologies in the Industry 4.0 era [1]. There is

a growing trend to use the Internet of Things (IoT) in scientific and industrial communities [2,3]. There

are many definitions proposed for the IoT, in general, the IoT can be described as a confluence of
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various technologies that provide Internet-based services and applications with the help of electronics

devices connected to physical things for the purpose of collecting data through heterogeneous

sensors, for controlling processes [4]. IoTs are being used in many applications in various fields, from

environmental monitoring, health care, agriculture and manufacturing sectors [5–7]. IoTs have evolved

from being a just a connection and communication point for acquiring the data of physical objects to

comprehensive smart systems that are capable collecting enormous amounts of data and monitoring

various processes for maximising the profits for organisations and individuals. An abstraction of the

Internet of Thing’s (IoT) architecture is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Abstraction of the Internet of Things (IoT) architecture.

IoT has proved to be a productive technology in many sectors like industry, community and

academia. IoTs have lately become the main topic of research in the wider research community.

Currently, the global Internet of Things market has reached a value of US $9.1 billion and

according to [8,9] the Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) is growing at 40% leading to year

2024. It is estimated that by the year 2020, on average, every person will own seven IoT-based

communications devices [10]. In the automobiles industry by the year 2020, over 23.6 million cars

will have internet access. According to the Verizon report [11], the global Internet of Things market

is expected to grow at a projected pace of 17% to reach US $1.3 trillion. In the area of agriculture,

the IoT-based digital precision agriculture services are expected to reach US $4.5 billion worldwide

by the year 2020 [12]. The ability of IoT to monitor in real-time and the relative ease of use has

opened up, to researchers, a whole new range of using IoT in many applications. The compendium of

in-situ sensors that are embedded within the IoT devices are the fundamental components that collect
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valuable raw data. The correct operation of the sensors within the IoT device plays a vital role in the

overall performance of the system and the dependent processes, applications[13]. The IoT sensors are

often deployed in harsh environments; guaranteeing the sensor’s correct operation and predicting

malfunctions, however, is quite difficult. Additionally, sensors within the IoT typically are the most

inexpensive electronic components typically prone to malfunctions.

A malfunctioning sensor produces corrupted data or erroneous readings or conflicting information

to the IoT device [14]. When the IoT processes this corrupted sensor data, the overall performance

of the IoT system is compromised, making it inaccurate and unreliable. The recently growing trend

of automating many processes, like autonomous driving vehicles to reduce the number of crashes,

emphasises the importance of the correct operation of sensors that are operating within the system.

As the IoT systems work continuously, generating large volumes of multi-modal data, ensuring the

accurate operation of the sensors within the IoT is critical and there should be a precise monitoring

process in place to verify the behaviour and performance of the sensors within IoT. Additionally,

this sensor monitoring process has to be automated, scalable and needs to be agile enough to be used

for the streaming of raw data produced by the numerous sensors embedded within the IoT device.

This monitoring process, commonly referred to as the sensor outlier detection, is known to detect any

anomaly or deviation in the sensor’s readings and is usually one of the key processes that influence

the quality of the data collected by the sensor. Of late, within the research communities, the detection

of outliers is of great interest [15–18].

However, much of the current research on outlier detection is in the area of Wireless Sensor

Networks (WSN) and is also used widely for fraud detection, network security breaches, target

tracking, environmental and health monitoring. However, adequate research has not been done in

identifying the sensor outliers in the context of IoTs. The unique characteristics of IoTs, when compared

with WSN, shows that the traditional outlier detection techniques are not directly applicable to IoTs.

Usually, an IoT is a compendium of multiple-similar sensors embedded as a unit capable of producing

huge amounts of spatial–temporal data at low latency, unlike the WSN [19]. When there is erroneous

data produced by one kind of sensing unit within the IoT caused by the failure or malfunctioning

of one sensor out of a pair, identifying the faulty sensor to make the data provided by that sensor

redundant in real-time, whilst allowing the data produced by the secondary similar intact sensor plays

an essential role in the correct functioning of the IoT device. The contribution of the survey in this

paper is presented as follows,

• Section 2 presents the research methodology adopted for determining the sensor faults, errors,

outliers relevant to the Internet of Things and Wireless Sensors Networks,

• Fundamental differences between the IoTs and WSN are presented in Section 3,

• Introducing the fundamentals of sensor outlier detection in IoT and the related existing research

in this are is presented in Section 4,

• Relevant outlier detection techniques that can be used for IoTs and their pros and cons are

discussed in Section 5,

• A comparative analysis on the sensor failure detection and identification strategies is presented in

Section 6, to help select an adequate sensor fault and outlier detection strategy for the IoT-based

applications.

• A Multi-Agent Distributed Deep reinforcement learning based sensor sensor outlier detection for

IoT is presented in the Section 7.

• The future research direction and some open research questions are discussed in Section 8

2. Research Methodology

The research methodology was categorised into three main stages. During the primary stage,

information regarding the need for detecting sensor failures, errors were analysed using systematic

literature review and by consulting the industry and companies with IoT-based products in the market.
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In the second stage, critical analysis to understand the etymological differences between the IoT and the

WSN relevant to sensor failures and errors was conducted. After determining the sensors functional

and operational differences between the IoT and the WSN, in the final stage, relevant literature was

thoroughly reviewed to obtain the sensor outlier and fault detection techniques that are appropriate

for IoTs.

3. Differences between the IoTs and Wireless Sensor Networks

This section identifies and reviews several significant differences between IoTs and Wireless

Sensor Networks (WSN). Much of the research has been done in developing the sensor outlier and

fault detection models exclusively for the WSN, however, adequate research has not been done so far in

the IoT context. As the wireless sensor networks and their operational framework differ greatly when

compared to IoTs operational framework (shown in Figure 2, some of the existing models developed

for WSN cannot be used on IoTs for detecting outliers and faults [20–22].

Figure 2. IoT’s operational framework.

Figure 3 depicts a concept map based on the field of operations. The IoTs exists and operate

at a higher level than the WSN’s. Figure 3 depicts the WSN as a subset of IoT, since the WSN is a

technological framework often used within an IoT system to capture physical phenomena data in

a real-world setting. Unlike WSN, the IoTs have less amount of issues that are related to network

failures, power shortages or node failures etc. However, the IoTs will be having their own set of unique

issues (as discussed in the above sections), where only few types of existing outlier and fault detection

techniques can be used.
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Figure 3. Etymological relationship/differences between IoT and WSN.

4. Outliers in IoT Context

In the context of IoTs, the sensor’s outlier is commonly known to be an irregularity or a divergence

in sensor behaviour during the process of cataloguing particular parameters or events when compared

to its previous behaviour or readings. There is no standard confined definition for sensor outliers.

Table 1 presents a set of comprehensive definitions stated in the literature for the sensor outliers in the

IoT context.

Table 1. Definitions of sensor outliers in the IoT context.

Reference Definitions

[23] "An outlier is an observation which deviates so much from other observations as to arouse
suspicions that it was generated by a different mechanism"

[24] "An outlier is a data point which is significantly different from other data points, or does not
conform to the expected normal behaviour, or conforms well to a defined abnormal behaviour."

[25] "A spatial-temporal point whose non-spatial attribute values are significantly different from those
of other spatially and temporally referenced points in its spatial or/and temporal neighbourhoods
is considered as a spatial-temporal outlier."

[26] "An outlier is an observation or subset of observations that appears to be inconsistent with the
rest of the set of data"

4.1. Main Sources for Sensor Outliers that are Relevant to the IoT Context

There are three main causes of sensor outliers that are relevant to the IoT as shown in Figure 4.

• Intrinsic Sensor Errors: This kind of error is associated with impaired readings or measurements

coming from a faulty sensor which is embedded within an IoT device. As the sensors are electronic
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components, they often fail suddenly and stop working without any indication of degrading

performance [26–28]. This kind of sensor failure feeds in either no readings or null readings to

the data processing algorithm within the IoT system [23]. Some literature identified this kind of

sensor failure as “Binary failure”.

• Sensor Events: As the sensor is deployed to collect the data in real-world scenarios or events, there

is a probability of unprecedented change in the event caused by unlikely situations that severely

affects the sensor thereby causing outliers. For example, an IoT system with multiple sensors

monitoring temperature and humidity levels in a farm, if a worm crawls on one of the sensors,

the farmer will be getting readings on how moist and warm the worm is, these readings will be

ineffectual for the system and hinders the performance of the whole monitoring IoT system.

• Intermittent Sensor Errors: The last category of sensor failure is the intermittent errors that

mare majorly caused due to sporadic events like theft, malicious attack and tampering with the

sensor [29–31]. A situation where a loose connector in the sensor or elsewhere within the sensing

hardware could also cause the sensor to produce intermittent sparse data to the data processing

algorithms [32].

Figure 4. Sensor outlier sources in IoT.

5. Sensor Faults and Outlier Detection Models for IoTs

Sensor failure detection and outlier identification in an IoT context started to gain considerable

attention in the research community. In general, there are five macro-classes of automatic sensor

outlier and failure detection techniques that can be used in an IoT context as shown in Figure 5. In this

section, the sensor fault and outlier detection techniques for IoTs are discussed, based on the disciplines

like statistical-based techniques, nearest-neighbour-based techniques, machine learning and artificial

intelligence-based techniques, clustering-based techniques and classification-based techniques.

5.1. Statistical Techniques

Statistical-based techniques were the first algorithms used for sensor faults detection and outlier

detection by many researchers. In this technique, the data from the sensors are modelled by employing

a stochastic distribution. The data points from sensors can be identified as outliers or faults when

the likelihood of the data instance that is generated by this model is very low. This technique uses

previous sensor measurements to approximate and build a model of the accurate behaviour of a sensor.

However, whenever the new measurement from the same sensor is registered, this data point is then

compared to the model to check if the new data point statistically incompatible with the model. If the

model is incompatible with new sensor reading, it is then marked as outlier or a faulty measurement.
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A statistical window based approach typically assists in decreasing the number of false positives

of the faults and outliers. The low–high pass filter is an example of the basic statistical technique

that classifies the sensor readings as faults or anomalies based on working out the average of past

measurements and measuring how different the new readings are.

Figure 5. Taxonomy of fault and outlier detection models for IoT.

A statistical technique based on the spatio-temporal data interdependence’s of sensor data is

proposed by Hida et al. [30]. This technique mostly utilises two statistical tests, to locally detect outliers

to make simple aggregation processes more reliable. Statistical models are relevant to quantitative

data sets of real-value or at the very least is a quantitative data distribution that needs to be converted

to a suitable numerical value for the numerical treatment. As the complexity and the amount of the

sensor data increases (as it is common in the case of IoT), this model will take a longer time processing

to convert the complex data.

5.2. Nearest-Neighbour Techniques

Nearest-neighbour-based technique is the widely used technique to analyse the sensors’ data

point concerning its nearest neighbours. Basically, the nearest-neighbour technique for sensor fault

and outlier detection explicitly relies on the notion of proximity. The nearest-neighbour technique

works by relying on the distances between sensor data measurements to differentiate between the

abnormal and correct readings. The Local Outlier Factor (LOF) is a prominent nearest-neighbour

algorithm [33], which attributes a fault or the outlier score to each sensor reading based on the number

of measurements around its k-nearest-neighbours and the number of measurements around the sensor

reading. The sensor readings with the higher scores are labelled as anomalies.

5.3. Artificial Neural Network Techniques

Neural networks and fuzzy logic are the recent approaches for detecting the sensor faults and

the outliers in the IoT context. The neural network technique is a logical model that renders a

comprehensive idea that aids the decision making the process by analysing the whole sensor data

set [34,35]. Whereas the fuzzy logic technique allows transition values (like right/wrong, yes/no,

high/low) to demarcate between the standard/correct sensor readings. In IoTs, the fuzzy logic

approach can be used to improve decision making, enhance the clustering head selection, improve
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network security and data aggregation, efficiently deal the routing, MAC protocols, quality of service

and ultimately efficient detection of sensor faults and the outliers.

5.4. Cluster-Based Techniques

Cluster-based analysis [36] is a popular approach within the area of the data mining community

that groups related data instances into clusters of similar behaviour. By partitioning the data into

clusters of similar data points from sensors in which each data cluster contains data points that are

similar to one another and are different from the data points in other groups of clusters. This approach

is a subset of the proximity techniques. The initial readings from sensor/s are first used to create

the clusters and then the new sensor measurements that are allocated to small and remote data

clusters or sensor measurements that are very far from the primary cluster’s centroid are marked as

abnormal readings.

5.5. Classification-Based Techniques

Classification-based techniques are important precise methods in data mining and machine

learning. Classification techniques aim to identify a classification model (named as a classifier) using a

collection of designated sensor data points (training points) and then classify obscure data instances

into one of the learned (normal/outlier) group. This type of technique requires constant updating to

accommodate the new sensor data that belongs to a normal class. In the case of IoTs, this classification

technique is adequately suited for the faults and outlier detection as this technique tends to operate

under the common assumption that a classifier could be learned from a provided space feature to

identify normal and outlier classes [37]. In order to make this technique, it needs to be devised into

two stages which are training and experimenting [38]. In the training phase, the technique aims at

learning a classifier using the available labelled training data followed by an experimenting phase that

classifies a test instance as regular or an outlier or a sensor fault [39,40].

5.6. Comparison of Fault and Outlier Detection Techniques for IoTs

Even though the above-discussed techniques for sensor fault and outliers detection for IoTs have

been recently tried by some researchers to achieve high accuracy, however, each one of the techniques

has pros and cons as discussed below.

5.6.1. Statistical Techniques

Pros:

• Can efficiently identify any sensor faults and outliers in an IoT once a proper probability

distribution model is obtained.

• The sensor faults and outliers can be detected by using temporal correlation. Any unforeseen

change in the data distribution immediately decreases the temporal correlations thereby

detecting outliers.

Cons:

• As the IoTs are often used in real-life settings, where there is often no previous sensor data

distribution knowledge, the parametric statistical approach is not beneficial.

• The non-parametric statistical models are not suitable for data-intense IoTs working in a

real-time setting.

• Often there is a high computational cost of managing multivariate data produced.

5.6.2. Nearest-Neighbour Techniques

Pros:

• Very simple to apply to various types of data produced by diverse sensors in an IoT system.
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• Can be left unattended and are primarily required to define a proper distance measure for

the given data.

Cons:

• When used on a complex multivariate data produced by IoT, the computation cost increases

dramatically.

• Scalability of these types of models is a matter of concern, especially in the IoT context.

• Often produces a high false-negative rate for sensor faults and outlier detection.

5.6.3. Machine Learning Techniques

Pros:

• Can be used when the sensors produce poor, noisy and fragmentary data, as the inherent

behaviour of this model generalises the produced data points.

• There is a limited need, sometimes no need, to re-train the model when there is new sensor

data added.

Cons:

• The model requires fine-tuning and simulations before being made operational in a real-life

setting.

• As this model is often rules-based, if the number of sensor data variables increases, this will

also exponentially increase the number of rules.

5.6.4. Cluster Techniques

Pros:

• Once the clusters and new data points inserted into the system and tested for sensor faults

and outliers, the model can easily be made to be adaptable to an incremental form.

• No supervision is needed.

• Very much suited for detecting sensor anomaly from the IoTs temporal data.

Cons:

• Is very computationally costly when working on multivariate sensor data for fault detection.

• Due to the models’ high computational cost, it is unsuitable for inadequately resourced

sensors.

• Cannot cope with any changes in the IoT data.

5.6.5. Classification Techniques

Pros:

• This model is not dependant on either a statistical model or on the estimated data

parameters.

• Provides optimal and sometimes maximum identification of sensor faults and outliers.

• Can be used on multidimensional data to detect sensor outliers and faults.

Cons:

• This model is computationally complex when compared to clustering and statistical

techniques.

• The model needs to train itself for new data points.
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6. Strategies for Sensor Failure Detection and Identification

Automatic sensor failure detection and automatic identification can be done using three strategies:

network-level strategy, homogeneous strategy and heterogeneous strategy.

6.1. Network-Level Strategy

By using network-level management and monitoring the network packets, this approach detects

any sensor failures [41,42]. The sensors within the IoT systems effectively monitor each other in order

to detect any problematic sensor/s. This approach primarily uses Markov models to characterise the

normal and abnormal behaviour of sensors [43,44].

6.2. Homogeneous Strategy

The homogeneous strategy uses multiple sensors of the same type to identify and detect any

sensor within the IoT systems, that tends to show abnormal behaviour [45]. By placing the same type

of sensors that are generating similar values, spatially close to each other, this approach detects any

uncorrelated behaviour thereby able to detect any faulty sensor. This type of sensors mainly uses

Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) time-series model to compare the predicted

measure of the sensors with the reported sensor measurement [45,46].

6.3. Heterogeneous Strategy

The heterogeneous strategy tends to combine different types of data points from the sensor to

detect sensor failure [47,48]. The strategy became popular lately with the development of IoT systems

with various types of sensors embedded within. This strategy detects sensor failure by classifying the

sensor outputs and then training the classifier to identify the same set of data points based on different

subsets of sensors within the same IoT system [49].

7. Proposed IoT Sensor’s Outlier Detection Model

The sensor malfunction diagnosis for IoTs has unique challenges, multi-agent distributed deep

reinforcement learning-based sensor outlier detection is a machine learning technique that can be

utilised for IoTs sensor malfunction diagnosis. Within the IoT module, the heterogeneous sensors will

be connected to the Outlier Detection Module (ODM) and the microcontroller. The data produced by

the sensors are sent to both ODM and microcontroller. The ODM is equipped with a PICAXE-08M2

microcontroller and the sensor outputs are connected to its IO ports.

The microcontroller will be monitoring the data from the sensors while executing the multi-agent

deep reinforcement learning-based algorithm. The schematic of ODM module and IoTs modules

main processing unit is shown below in Figure 6. The ODM ensemble, the heterogeneous sensors

connected within the individual IoT module and the dynamics of each pair of heterogeneous sensors

was modelled.
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Figure 6. Outlier detection model for IoT sensors.

The multi-agent deep reinforcement learning uses multi-agents in learning and transfers learning

between the agents [50,51]. Consider a set of heterogeneous sensors connected to a time-invariant IoT

system. Even though the sensors within the IoT systems are diverse (in operation characteristics),

all the responses from the sensors depend on the common physical system and a linear relationship

exists between the physical parameters measured by these sensors. This relationship is utilised to

evaluate the “optimal fitness” of the sensor measurements. In this method the agents (allocated for

each sensor) share information to the dependent agents, to analyse the patterns.

Each individual agent within the ODM trains itself from the inputs, which are the outputs shared

by other agents to check whether their outputs are consistent and have a linear relationship, as shown

in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Learning process structure of an agent.

When the agents notice any inconsistencies in the linear relationships between the sensors

(within individual IoT module), the ODM will identify the sensor outlier, fault or error.

The pseudo-code of the implemented algorithm is shown below in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: Multi-agent distributed deep reinforcement learning-based outlier detection.

Inputs: Sensor 1 data, Dependent sensor data (Sensor 2, Sensor 3,..., Sensor n)

Result: Sensor anomalies detection in an IoT module

Initialise the agent memory based on the previous patterns;

while TRUE do

analyse the current and memory patterns;

Check the main pattern and individual patterns of fellow sensors;

if detects anomalies then

check which sensor/s affected;

check for noise/sensor failure/type of errors;

share the anomaly information with other agents to get informed about the failure/s;

else

update and initialise the agent memory;

end

fellow agents verify the shared anomalies to confirm the error report;

send alert for corresponding sensor to repair/replace;

update the agent memory;

end

8. Future Research Direction

In this section, the open research questions and the future research directions in developing the

sensor faults, outlier detection models for IoT is discussed. The future research is directed toward

tackling three areas: analysing the sensor’s produced spatial-temporal data in real time, developing

IoT—sensors relevant to Outlier Detection Modules (ODM) and developing an IoT prototype with

embedded ODM for testing, as shown in Figure 8 below.

Figure 8. Future research directions in designing and developing Outlier Detection Modules (ODM)

for the IoT.
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The research will also be focused on investigating the computational possible bottlenecks in

terms of the ODM. Furthermore, the whole IoTs performance and capacity in accurately identifying

the malfunction sensor/s, the source and type of error affecting the sensor/s will be studied.

It is anticipated that this research direction could raise many open research questions as follows,

• What would happen if the ODM fails?

• How to check if ODM is functioning properly?

• When should it be used in critical IoT systems? Is there is a need to have a centralised ODM for checking

the sensor’s ODM’s?

• How can the developed ML algorithm perform when used in different kinds of environments?

• Is there a need to have a standardised protocol for detecting IoT sensor’s faults and outliers in this

IoT-populated Industry 4.0 era?

9. Conclusions

Detecting outlier and sensor fault or failures are extremely important in the Internet of things.

In this paper, different outlier and sensor operational anomaly detection techniques are discussed

in detail. As the Internet of Things are very different from the wireless sensor networks, there is a

huge necessity for developing adequate protocols and techniques to address unique challenges and

constraints of IoT. The paper discusses and provides an easier and concise summary of the techniques

that could be used for detecting sensor outliers in IoT. This survey confers both the pros and cons of

five outlier and fault detection categories.

A multi-agent distributed deep reinforcement learning-based outlier detection model is presented

along with the required hardware and architecture. As for future work, we aim to elaborate and

present a comparative study based on mathematical models, simulation results using IoT simulators

and the experimental results. The aim of the research is to help choose a suitable method to provide

the highest accuracy in detecting sensor faults and outliers in IoT context.
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